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sanchista
It may mean relating to Sanchez or Sancho.  In Spain he can be a follower of the current Head of Government, Pedro
Spanchez.  In Germany he can be a follower of the English player of Borussia Jadon Malik Sancho. 

sanciones pecuniarias
Type of penalty involving the payment of a fine.  Economic penalty .  Punishment, corrective, monetary punishment.

sandalias
Kind of simple feminine shoes.  Flip-flops, slippers, skids, slippers, alpargates or espadrilles.

sandalio
It is a male name of Latin origin and means true, which says the truth.  Name of a Spanish Catholic martyr, known as
San Sandalio de Córdoba.  This name is used in Colombia in the Eastern Plains.

sandalio
It is one of the common names for a sea fish.  Also known as parakeet, dolphinfish, yampua, lampuga, llampuki,
llampuga. Its scientific name is Coryphaena hippurus, family Coryphaenidae.  It is a male name of Latin origin and
means true, which tells the truth.  Named after a Spanish Catholic martyr, known as San Sandalio de Córdoba.  This
name is used in Colombia in the Eastern Plains. 

sandalore
It is the trade name of a synthetic air freshener which resembles in its aroma to the fragrance of sandalwood.  perfume
or synthetic odorant similar to sandalwood-scented.

sandbox
It is a word that in English means sandbox, sand trap or disarper.  It also means saver.  In entertainment it is a type of
video games and in Computer Science is a system of process isolation.  In music it is the name of an album by Guided
by Voices a rock band.  Economics and Finance uses the term to indicate a mechanism needed to regulate the
accelerated pace of innovation.  Brake or control to innovation. 

sandeces
Plural of sandez .  It means awkwardness, inconsistencies, stupidities,, nonsense, foolishness, misadiness,. 
Pronunciations that are worthless.  Things that are said without knowledge.

sander
It is a word in English meaning sander, sandpaper, polisher or sandy. 

sandez
It means nonsense, nonsense, rubbish, stupidity, foolishness, nonsense, folly, absurdity, pendejada, straw, cart, shit,
nonsense.  It is much used in plural (gibberish).

sandio
It means bobo, idiot, stupid, Blockhead, pazguato, stupid, slow.



sandö
In Japanese and Japanese architecture is the road or trail that leads (access) to a Buddhist temple or a jinja (Shinto
shrine).  It is from the torii to the Buddhist sanmon.  It is also the name given to a fantastic giant sea creature, colossal
sea monster Japanese (it is said that it can measure 200 metres).  In Spanish, Sando is the name of a Spanish
municipality in the province of Salamanca,

sandra
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means the protector.  Alejandra or Alexandra variant.

sanduchera
In Colombia it may well be the appliance where sandwiches are prepared (it is also used sánduches or sanguches). 
You can also say sandwichmaker (and of course sandwich) .  Also in Colombia we call a sanduchera to a small
briefcase, box or container where we transport the sandduiches or snacks.  It is a lot to confuse with a lunch box that is
a little larger where lunch is transported.

sanduish
The term correct can be sanduich or sandwich, although it is commonly still sandwich, sanguche or sanguiche.  It is a
muteness of the English word sandwich, which means sandwich.

sandunga
In Colombia it means revelry, bustle, jarana.  In Spain, it means grace, salt shaker, donaire.  predisposition to dance,
rhythm. 

sandwich
By extension, in Colombia used to designate a play football or any other contact sport, in which a player is run over by
two opponents simultaneously and on opposite sides. Sandwich Islands was the name formerly given to the archipelago
of Hawai.islas Sandwich of the South Islands of the Atlantic South ( South Georgia the South 41 archipelago; they
belong to the United Kingdom and are claimed by Argentina.Emparedado. Slabs of bread with meat and other
condiments in the Center.

sandy
It was the stage name of a large Bolivian comedian than e inception was presidential escort.  His real name was
Alejandro Hangano Cassab.  It is also used as apocope of Sandro.

sanedrín
Council of Jewish Sages.  It literally means in Hebrew, to sit together.  A group of wise men who sat down to discuss
religious or state matters. 

sangana
It is the name of a town in Peru.  It is located in the District of Miracosta, Province of Chota, Department of Cajamarca. 

sangapupi
It is a colloquial way of calling young people a party or weekend jolgorio the hot land (it is the apocope of the words
sancocho, chicken, women and pool).  Weekend .  .  .  .



sango
It is the name of one of the native languages spoken in the Central African Republic.  Name of a Central African
indigenous people.  It is also the name of an anime character from InuYasha.  It is also a way of saying Chango,
Changó, Shangó, god of thunder among the Yorubas.

sangrado
It means blood flow.  Bleeding inflection, which means shedding or losing blood. 

sangrado nasal
It's the same as nosebleed.  Medically the term used is Epistaxis.  It can be due to allergies, colds, or small lesions in
nasal vessels. 

sangragao
The correct term is bloody.  In Colombia it is the common name of a tree.  It is also called croto, dredger, bleeding,
grade.  Its scientific name is Croton funckianus or Croton bogotensis.  It belongs to the family Euphorbiaceae. 

sangre
Red liquid circulating through our veins.  Liquid pumped by the heart that carries oxygen to all parts of the body.  It can
also mean race, lineage, family.

sangre alcalina
It is the type of blood that has a slightly higher than 7 pH. 4, which reflects an excellent state of health.  Get a good
intake of fruits and vegetables, fiber-rich foods and exercising regularly.

sangre fria
You have cold blood colloquially means to act without fear, without fear. Remain calm in a crisis situation.

sangregado
Sangregado or Sangregao is a common name for a tree in Colombia.  It means cattle blood.  It is also known as dredger
or croto.  Its scientific name is Croton magdalenensis , belongs to the genus Croton of the family Euphorbiaceae .

sangres de drago
bloods of drago is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sangre de Drago" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Sangre de Drago.  In Colombia is the name of a tree, which is known by other common names such as
Sangregado, sangregao, drago, croton or Croton.  Its scientific name is Croton funckianus and is of the Family
Euphorbiaceae.  Its wood is used for the manufacture of sticks.

sangretoro
In Colombia it is usually the name of a tree and also of a bird.  It is also the name of a color.  Intense red or dark red
colour.  The bird, is also called black toche or bull's blood off.  Its scientific name is Ramphocelus carbo and belongs to
the family Thraupidae.  As for the tree, it's the same pategallo.  Its scientific name is Virola parvifolia , from the family
Myristicaceae.  

sangrientos
Want to produce wounds that exude blood, producing blood.  It means made of blood, where there are wounded and



killed.  Violent, bloody, barbaric, brutal, offensive, fierce, inhuman.

sangrigord
sangrigord is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sangrigordo" as meaning:<br>The correct term is sangrigordo
or sangrigorda.  He is a tomapelo, mamagallismo who likes to irritate others.

sangrigordo
A character who likes to do rage to others.  Person who irritates his friends and enemies alike. In Colombia we say
sacapiedra, mamagallismo, or tomapelo.

sanguãneo
blood is incorrectly written, and should be written as blood.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is blood.  Relative to
blood.   Plasmico, cruorico.

sangubiño
It is one of the common names of a shrub's scientific name Frangula alnus (or Rhamnus frangula), of the family
Rhamnaceae.  It has medicinal uses, especially as a purgative and cholagogue.  Also its bark used in tanneries since it
possesses strong tannins. It has many other common names of which I relate: Myrtle, Poplar Grove, avellanito,
gediondo, ollacarana, tree, rabiacana, ácere and azare.

sanguchería
Commercial establishment where they prepare or sell sanguches (or sanduiches), better still sandwiched. 

sanguinarias
People supremely violent, vengeful, sanudas, cruel, merciless.

sanguinera
It means relative to Sanguino.  Follower of the North American politician Antonio Eresmid Sanguino Páez.  Of the Green
Party, in Colombia. 

sanguino
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Colombia there is a senator named Antonio Sanguino.  The word
means, which is the color of blood.

sanidad
It is the quality and quality of living beings keep your body with healthy, stay healthy.  It manifests itself in an excellent
development and does not present any type of medical condition or disease.

sanificación
Action or effect of healing .  It means making healthy, making it healthy or hygienic, disinfecting.  It could also be a
mistake to sanctify, which is to become holy (in this case a t would be missing). 

sanirineo
St. Irenaeus.  The name of a Catholic Saint who was Bishop of Lyon in France.  He was born in Smyrna (Asia minor). 



He wrote "Against the heresies" and it was enemy of Gnosticism.

sanitarios
It is the plural of health.  Related to health care or public health.  In Colombia is a form of call to the bathrooms, toilets,
toilets or latrines.  Battery health.  That you comply with the standards of hygiene and sanitation.  Clean, neat.

sanjacintero
In Colombia it means a native, resident, or related to San Jacinto.  It is the name of a municipality of the Department of
Bolivar and the other in the Department of Cauca.  It can also mean fanatical person to the music of "Los Gaiteros de
San Jacinto".  In Uruguay, it means a native, resident, or related to San Jacinto, a municipality of the Department of
Canelones.  In addition, are sanjacinteros the people from three cities in the United States, which are called San Jacinto,
in the States of California, Nevada and Texas.

sanjon
The correct term is zanjón, with z and tilde.  Very large gutter or ditch.  It means crack, ditch, gully, Groove, trench, ditch,
channel, excavation.

sanjuanero
Relative to San Juan .  Typical dance of loving character of the Departments of Tolima and Huila, specially interpreted
for the Patron Saint Festivities that are celebrated on June 24, Day of San Juan.  Musical rhythm of that same region.  It
can also be the name of those born in San Juan del Cesar, in Colombia. 

sanjuanino
It is the name used for those born in the province or in the city of San Juan in Argentina and or the city of San Juan
Bautista in the province of Misiones Paraguay. 

sanjuanito
In Colombia and Ecuador, it is the name of an Andean musical rhythm and also the name of a typical dance of that
region.  It is also a way of calling a type of orchid and a tree.  The orchid generally grows in the soil, belonging to the
genus Elleanthus and the family Orchidaceae.  We also call the tree a racket, squeak, squeak, campano or rosy.  Its
scientific name is Vallea cernua and belongs to the family Elaeocarpaceae.  Also in Colombia, Sanjuanito is a
municipality that belongs to the Department of Meta. 

sanluqueño
The adjective of those born or resident in Sanlúcar is la Mayor, city of the province of Seville, in Andalusia.  Spain.  It is
also called Alpechín Sanlúcar.  It is also the name of those born or resident in Sanlúcar de Barrameda (city of the
province of Cádiz, Andalusia) and those of Sanlúcar de Guadiana (municipality of the province of Huelva, Andalusia). 
Although Sanlúcar de Albaida, today call Albaida de Aljarafe, its natural and residents are told Albaidejos.

sanpedrqno
sanpedrqno is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sampedrino" as meaning:<br>I think that they sought to ask
for Sampedrino ( Sanpedrino?  ). It is all related to the San Pedro festivities, which are very traditional in the
departments of Huila and Tolima, Colombia. Held on 29 June every year. They are the busiest holidays of Colombia
such as the Carnival of Barranquilla.   " And sticking the 34 rodadita; is the traditional slogan.

sansa



Name of a Regional Airline in Costa Rica.  It means "Servicios Aéreos Nacionales S. To. "  .  Name given to the pomace
of the olive.  Olive flake.  Bagasse or olive residue. 

sansana
In Argentina, it is the name of a river and an Archaeological Site that are located in the Province of Jujuy. 

santa apolonia
She is considered the patron saint of dentists.  She was a 3rd century Saint and Martyr in Alexandria.  Before he died at
the stake he suffered the torture of removing all his teeth.

santa cruz
Name of the wood or the cross where Jesus of Nazareth was executed.  Name of a Province of Argentina and a Bolivian
city.

santa fe
Holy Catholic, virgin and martyr, born in Agen, France.  Concerning faith, a theological virtue.  Name of a villa founded in
front of Granada, after the fall of the Moors.  Name of several cities and towns of America .  Name of a City and a
Province in Argentina.  Name of a Colombian municipality, which belongs to the Department of Antioquia.  Name of a
Colombian football team.  Name of a Shopping Center in The North of Bogota . 

santa lucía
It is the name of a small Caribbean island country.  Its capital is Castries.  It is a neighborhood of Bogotá.  She is a
Catholic saint, of Italian origin, also called Saint Lucia of Syracuse, she is patroness of Venice and Syracuse of the blind
and the poor.  Name of a municipality and a department in Argentina, belonging to the Province of San Juan.  Name of a
white dress worn by girls on December 13 festivities in Italy.  Saint Lucia is venerated by the Catholic, Orthodox and
Lutheran churches. 

santacrucera
In Colombia it is the name of those born in the municipality of Santacruz.  also called Guachavés or santacruz de
Guachavés, in the Department of Nariño.  It can also be courtesy of those born in Santacruz de Tenerife, Canary
Islands.   . 

santamaría
Last name of Spanish origin .  Name of the bullring of Bogota .  Artistic surname of a Spanish singer known as Lorenzo
Santamaría, his real name is Lorenzo Rosselló Horrach.  Surname of a Colombian footballer, named Alvaro
Santamaría.  Artistic surname of a new Colombian singer, named Alejandro Santamaría. 

santamartero
It means person devoted to Santa Marta.  a person who believes in miracles and prays to Santa Marta.  It can also be
considered as inhabitants of Santa Marta, but it is little used.  In Colombia is used as name for those born, resident or
from Santa Marta, samarium (but lends itself to confusion with the born in Samaria, population of Caldas in Colombia
and city or region of Israel).

santana
Santana is the name of a municipality in the Boyacá Department of Colombia.  Santana is also a surname: Carlos
Santana is a great interpreter of guitar.



santanilla
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a young Colombian sculptor, named Mario Santanilla. 
Name of a famous banquet house of Villavicencio, Meta Department (The Kitchen of Santanilla ).  Diminutive of
Santana.  In Geography is the name of a small archipelago of 3 very small islands of the Caribbean Sea, belonging to
Honduras.  It is called Santanilla Archipelago or Swan Archipelago.  In Central America it is also one of the common
names that receives a small ant, of painful mu sting.  In Colombia he decos pitucha or candelilla .  Its scientific name is
Wasmannia auropunctata and belongs to the family Formicidae .  It also receives names such as: albayalde , santanica
, ant, fire ant or electric antuit.

santero
Person who is dedicated to santeria ( Cuba and Dominican ).  People who mixed religion with magic or sorcery.  person
who requested alms in the name of a Saint.

santi
In Colombia is a familiar and apocopada way call Santiago.  Also in Colombia is the surname of a famous Colombian
singer (Tolima).  called Santi Raúl.  Nickname that is known in the selection Colombia football one of their defenses,
whose name is Santiago Arias.  "Santi" Arias was considered the best player in their professional League (Eredivise).

santi025
Santi025 is a website or web page specialized in erotic stories.

santiago
It is a male name, of Hebrew origin and means rewarded by God.  Name of two of the apostles (Major or Zebedee and
Minor or Alphaeus).  Name of the Capital of Chile.  Names of cities in Cuba, Spain and Guatemala. 

santiamén
Very short period of time.  Instant.  In Colombia several expressions are also used that mean the same: in the blink of an
eye, in a lash, in a breath, in a fly, in less than a rooster crows.  Jiffy. 

santificar
It means to give the quality of holy or sacred.   Make holy or sacred . 

santificarás
It is an inflection of sanctifying.  It means that you declare or qualify as saints.  Determine as sacred or dedicated to
prayer, to the veneration.

santiguar
Cross or cross it is action take the blessing.  Sign of the cross, we Catholics touching the forehead, chest and then each
of the shoulders, invoking the Holy triad or Trinity.

santim
santim is incorrectly written and should be written as "Santin or Santim." being its meaning:<br>Santim or Santin is a
surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of author and poet Panamanian Sifía Santim.

santino



It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means Holy (derived from Sanctius or Sanctinus).  Of Great Holiness.  It is a
common male name in Italy.  Name of a fashion designer named Santino Rice.  Santino Marella is a professional
wrestler.  Santino Fontana an actor.  Name of restaurant and pizzeria in Mexico D . F.  Name of Vitto Corleone's eldest
son, nicknamed "Sonny" and fictional character in the movie "The Godfather". 

santo
It means sacred, divine, sacred, venerable.  It also means just, virtuous, blessed.  It is also used to mean healing,
profitable, good, healthy.  Onomatopoeia, celebration, festivity, birthday.  Name of famous Mexican fighter, supposed
palafín of justice and nicknamed the silver masked man.  Name of English television series that starred Roger Moore. 
Person who by his sacrifice or exemplary life is part of the saint, blessed. 

santo grial
It refers to the bowl, plate, or Cup used by Jesus at the last supper.  According to legends in the collected blood and
water that did well from the wounds of the risen Christ.  Some authors say that the term is a mistranslation and that
makes relationship to " Sang real " in old French, which translates Royal blood, possibly blood of Christ.  Sacred
Chalice.

santo tomás
Name of a saint of the Catholic Church, known as the unbelieving apostle.  His name was Judas Thomas Didymus,
where Thomas means twin in Aramaic and in Greek Didymus has the same meaning.  Name of a University in Bogotá,
popularly known as La Santoto.  Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Atlántico. 

santo y seña
It means key, password code.  Keywords to confirm identification or provenance. 

santodomingo
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  He was assigned to many converted Jews, baptized on Sundays.  In Colombia it is
the name of an economic potentate group, which has owned Bavaria, Valorem, Caracol and El Espectador among other
companies.  It is clarified that they use the surname more as Santo Domingo.  Surname of a Colombian writer, actress
and presenter, whose full name is Miriam Isabel Santodomingo De la Rosa, better known as Isabella Santodomingo. 

santoral
It refers to the book that relates the saints of each day throughout the year.  List of saints .  Set of saints and blesseds of
each religion. 

santos
Santos is a surname of origin Spanish, especially from Asturias. Santos is a name of man who once stood to those who
were born November 1st ( day of all Saints ). Santos is a city in Brazil that has a football team of the same name.
Characters high distinction by the Catholic Church and means close to God or elected by Dios.dias of Holy week.

santuario
It means inner part of the tabernacle.  Part of the temple where there is a niche with a saint who is revered.  Name of
two Colombian municipalities one in the Department of Antioquia and one in the Department of Risaralda .  Holy place,
sacred place.  In Colombia it is also one of the nature reserve classes that belongs to the National Park System. 
Although it is smaller than a park or reserve, it is characterized by having very important natural resources. 



santurrona
Woman who boasts of saint but who really isn't.  In Colombia we take it as a synonym for hypocritical, double, fake.

saña
Insistence on cruel harm, provoked by a feeling of hatred.  Unbridled violence and cruelty, with which one acts out of a
very great anger.  It means anger, rage, resentment, anger, fury, inquina, ojeriza, ojeriza, animosity. 

sañudo
It means that he acts viciously.  It means extremely cruel, bloodthirsty.  relentless, heartless, inclement, heartless,
barbaric, criminal. 

saoco
Saoko or saoco is a term of African origin that means taste, rhythm, music, savory, joy, good movement.  Rhythm
carried by the drum, It is also the name of a Song by Daddy Yanqui.  It was one of the artistic names of a Caleño dancer
and salsa singer, named Wilson Manyoma Gil and known as Wilson Saoko or Saoco.  In Cuba it is the name of a simple
cocktail of coconut and rum water or cane brandy.

sapa
EA the name of a locality of Viet Nam in the Westernized form.  SA Pa, belongs to the province of Lao Cai.  Residue of
the chewing of betel or buyo (mixture of betel leaves, areca and fruits powder shells, which is chewed by natives of the
East, as the manifiestoapdh coca America).  SAPA is an acronym of Sociedad Argentina producer of aluminum.  Female
of the toad.  By frog or anuro of rough skin female extension.  Amphibious female.

sapada
In some parts of Spain, it is a way to call a sharp drop of bruces.  Totazo, mamonazo, costalazo in Colombian terms. 
Also Sapada is the name of a locality of India, in the state of Jharkhand.

sapahi
It is a Development Committee of villages in the District of Narayani in Nepal. There are several villages of the same
name, off the Narayani, there is another in the District of Janapkur, also in Nepal. There is also a village called Sapahi,
in the East Champaran district in the State of Bihar in the India.

sapear
In Colombia it means accusing, denouncing, ratting, according to criminals.  Testify against someone, denounce or
accuse those who have committed an wrongdoing.  Accuse, rat, report, according to criminals. 

sapeta
It is the surname of a Russian footballer who plays as a midfielder.  His full name is Aleksandr Sergeyevich Sapeta and
he currently plays for Nizhny Novgorod FC.  Sapeta also played for Dynamo Moscow.

sapidez
It means that it gives it a salty taste, that it tastes like salt.  Quality of sapid .  That gives it flavor.  Tasty. 

sapiens
It is a Latin word meaning wise, knower, knower, knower, who knows or intelligent.  Latin epithet of man or human



species (Homo sapiens) and modern man (Homo sapiens sapiens). 

sapientisimas
The correct term is very sapient, always with a tilde.  It means that they know a lot.  It is superlative of sapient, which
means knowful, knowledgeable, scholarly. 

sapientísimo
It means that he is very knowledgeable or knowledgeable.  That he knows a lot, that he is wise.  Wise.  Superlative of
sapiente or sage.  It is a very special epithet given to God as the Creator of the Universe or the maker of all things. 

sapino
Common name of a tree.  It is one of the common names given to the fir tree (Abies alba of the family Pinaceae).  It is
also known as common spruce, white spruce, Scottish spruce, spruce, abetuna, pinabete. 

sapiron
I think they're asking about Sapirón, with z.  It is the name of a cat, companion of Micifuz, with whom they devoured a
capon (Fable "The Scrupulous Cats" by Felix Maria Samaniego).  You may also ask for Capirón, with c .  If so, capirón is
a type of fabric cover used by KKK members on the head and also flagellars (usually white, conical in shape and have
two holes or perforations in the eyes that allows them to see).

sapito
Toad Diminutive .  Small toad.  Name of a common condition on the lips of nursing babies.  It is also called oral muguet,
cotton or thrush.  Name of a character from several child rounds. 

saponarias
Plural of saponaria .  It is also called jabonaria.  They are herbaceous plants that, when they have contact with their
roots with water form foam.  Saponaria is a genus of plants in the family Caryophyllaceae and is made up of about 125
species.

saponificar
Industrial process to produce soaps.  It is a chemical process by which to the hydrolyze ester gets SOAP.

saponíferas
It means it's used to make soap.  They make foam.  In Mexico they call them amoles.

saporro
It means fat, obese, pot, stubby. 

sapos
They are a group of frogs of the family Bufonidae, and of the order Anura. They are relatives of the frogs, but have
rougher skin and are larger. They are characterized by undergo metamorphosis throughout his life and in addition to
changing their livelihoods. Reproduce by eggs, are usually born in the water as tadpoles and develop, in adulthood living
on land, but close to the water. They are generally insectivorous. In Colombia we have other two uses for the word
toads: the first refers to the bubas or pustules that out an infection on the lips and mouth. The other is the contemptuous
way call cookies or people who simply have infidencias or distinctly familiar things and which should not care to others.



sapota
It was one of the ways to call the gum tree, zapotilla, small zapote, mamey from Mexico or acana.  Its scientific name is
Manilkara zapota and belongs to the family Sapotaceae.

sapoyol
Zapoyol is more suitable.  It is one of the common names of a parrot from Central America, Colombia and Venezuela.  It
is also known as tanned green parrot, tanned parakeet, Tovi parakeet, churica catita or catalnica.  Its scientific name is
Brotogeris jugularis and it belongs to the family Psittacidae.  Also zapoyol or sapoyol, is the cuesco, almond or sapote
seed, which is a plant of edible fruits.  With this seed are made soaps and oils of popular use.  

sappho
Name of a Greek poet of the Archaic period.  He was also known as Sappho, Sappho of Methylene or Sappho of
Lesvos.  It was catalysed by Plato as "The Tenth Muse". 

saprofito
It is every living organism that feeds on decaying plant organic matter or that help to decompose it.  It comes from the
Greek roots sapros (rotten) and phytosanitary (plant).  Generally these are microorganisms, especially fungi or bacteria. 
Pudridores fungi or molds are also called them.  Higher organisms that play this role are told scavengers.

saquito
Diminutive of sack.  Small sack.

sara
It is a name of Hebrew origin woman, means Princess.  Sarah, Sarai, Saray variants.

saracuhate
In Mexico and Guatemala it is a way of calling the Guatemalan howler monkey.  It is also called black araguato or black
araguato monkey, black howler monkey, sarahuate.  Its scientific name is Alouatta pigra and it belongs to the family
Atelidae. 

saraguata
saraguata is incorrectly written and should be written as "Howler or araguata." being its meaning:<br>It refers to female
howler monkeys, also known as howler monkeys, which are mammals of the family. In the llanos of Colombia and
Venezuela it means aleonado dark, dark brown color. It also means Impetigo, loud. Note: Zaragata means get, flocked,
home, rina, zaperoco. Ingratiation.

saraguate
Sarahuate is also used.  In Mexico and Guatemala it is a way of calling the Guatemalan howler monkey.  It is also called
black araguato or black araguato monkey, black howler monkey, sarahuate.  Its scientific name is Alouatta pigra and it
belongs to the family Atelidae. 

saraguato
In Mexico and Guatemala it is a way of calling the Guatemalan howler monkey.  It is also called black araguato or black
araguato monkey, black howler monkey, sarahuate.  Its scientific name is Alouatta pigra and it belongs to the family
Atelidae. 



saraguato guatemalteco
In Mexico and Guatemala it is a way of calling the Guatemalan howler monkey.  It is also called black araguato or black
araguato monkey, black howler monkey, sarahuate.  Its scientific name is Alouatta pigra and it belongs to the family
Atelidae. 

saraguro
It is the name of a Canton in the province of Loja in Ecuador.  The name is an indigenous people of the Ecuadorian
Sierra Kichwa nationality.   The Word as such means "pot of corn" (sara: corn, guru: pot).  They live in the cantons of
Saraguro (province of Loja) and Yacuambi (province of Zamora Chinchipe)

saramambiche
It is the castilianization of the words in English " are of dog "   ( Dog son or son of a bitch ).  It is a way of insult, profane
word.

saramari
It's a female-composite name.  It results from the conjunction of the names Sara and Maria.  There is also Saramary.  It
is used in the Llanos colombi. Venezuelan.

sarampión
It is a very infectious type of childhood disease, characterized by high fever and the appearance of hives (small, red
spots, similar to flea bites), accompanied by cold-like symptoms.  It is of viral origin.  It can lead to serious complications
and even death. 

saramugo
It is one of the common names of a small fish in fresh water and lenticas in the South of Spain (Guadiana river basin
especially).  It is considered an endangered species and is endemic.  It is also known as jarabugo, its scientific name is
Anaecypris hispanica and belongs to the Cyprinidae family.

saramuyo
In Colombia it means black skin and crespo or Kinky hair.  It is also a way to call the tree and the fruit of the anon.

saranana
Bacterial skin infection.  It is a way to call a rash or shoot, scratch or scabies in the Dominican Republic.  Itching, itching.

sarandaja
The correct term is zarandaja, with z.  It means vicious, irresponsible, scoundrel.  It has many flaws.

sarandíes
It is a common name given in Argentina to the plants that grow in the rounds of rivers and ravines ( 41 streams;
technically: hydrophilic.  The most common are: Phyllanthus sellowianus ( Sarandi white ) the family Phyllanthaceae and
the Cephalanthus glabratus ( Sarandi colorado ) of the Rubiaaceae family. Sarandi or sarambí in guarani language
means scattered, watered, abundant.

sarapa
In Colombia zarapa or sarapa, is the same as I comiso, cold meat or snacks.  More commonly the term is used zarapa,



with z, more than all in Antioquia, Chocó and Urabá Region.  Food that the farmer leads travel or work site, wrapped in
bijao leaves.

sarape
In Mexico it is a fabric woven of vivid colors.  It can be used as a blanket or as a ruana or poncho.  It's to make you feel
like you're cold.

sarar
It is a participatory methodology of non-formal education, focused on human development, which allows the individual to
analyze and solve their own problems.  SARAR is the acronym of security, Association, action, reaction, responsibility. 
It was devised by Dr.   Lyra Srinivasan and Dr.  Ron Swayer in 1970.

sarasa
It is a term used in Spain to refer to a man effeminate slang and derogatory way.  It is synonymous with gay,
homosexual, pirobo, crazy.  In Spain, Sarasa is also a surname used in Pamplona, Navarra province.

saravá
It is the name of a song of the Argentine musical group Duratierra (they interpret Latin American and modern folk
music).  The word as such is of African origin and it means "good to see You", "that you do well" or "luck".  It is used as
a kind of greeting or also farewell.

saraviada
It means of mottled plumage, stained, interspersed with two colors, usually black and white.

saravilla
The correct term is Saravillo, which is the name of a Spanish town in the Province of Huesca.  It belongs to a
mountainous region. 

saraza
It also says sarazo or zarazo.  It makes reference to the corn when it begins to dry on the cob.  It means that it begins to
harden, which is between soft and hard.  That it is acquiring hardness, which is drying out.

sarazo
It means green, biche, immature, unripe.

sarco
It is the name of a device (capsule or cabin), approved in Switzerland, that will be used for assisted suicide.  Machine
invented to practice euthanasia.  It was designed by Philip Nitschke and Alexander Bannink. 

sarcoramphus
It means with flesh the beak.  It is a genus of scavenger birds in the family Cathartidae.  In Colombia is known as king
hen, king zamuro or king zopilote.  In other countries they call it zote king or jungle condor.  There is only one species.

sarcófago



It means coffin, coffin.  Mortuary box .  Box, drawer.  It can also mean tomb, grave, tomb.  The word etymologically
means that it eats meat. 

sarda
It is valid Sardinian or xarda .  It is one of the common names of a fish that also receives the names mackerel, mackerel
or xarda, is very similar to verdel.  Its scientific name is Scomber scombrus and belongs to the family Scombridae .  It is
found in the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea.  In Colombia we also say Sardinian to a kind of shark.  It is also
called lamia or bull shark.  Its scientific name is Carcharhinus leucas and belongs to the family Carcharhinidae.  It is
characterized by adapting to fresh water, it goes back many rivers.

sardana
It is a type of dance and a musical air, typical of Catalonia in Spain and that use the tiple among other instruments.

sardegi
It is a mountain in Navarre, Spain. It is located within the Natural Park of Lokiz, 958 meters in height. It also has other
places of interest such as the cave of the Hermitage of Santiago of Lokiz and the passage of the Rapoza.

sardinata
It is a kind of fish of sea or river, also known as le pellona, Chevron or sardine machete.  It belongs to the family
Pristigasteridae.  Variety of sardine, which has elongated Annals fins.  It is also the name of a municipality in the
Department of Norte de Santander in Colombia.

sardinel
It is a row of bricks or a concrete wall that borders a sidewalk or a platform.  Step , corniza . 

sardino
In Colombia it means young, boy, teenager. 

sardo
Colombia means cenizo color, grayish or with a speckled hair very often black and white.  It also means originating or
residing in Sardinia, an Italian island in the Mediterranean.  It is also the name of the language spoken right there. 
Sardinia is also the name of a gem or mineral, similar to cornaline.  It's also a kind of cheese.

sarely
It is a name of woman of Hebrew origin.  It means Princess or better yet Princess.  It is considered a variant of Sara or
Sarah.  It is also used with double l ( Sarelly ).

sarga
Type of painted fabric that is used to decorate walls.  A type of fabric that has a fabric that is presented with diagonal
lines.  In Botany and Dendrology it is a shrub of the Sáuces family.  Its scientific name is Salix eleagnos and it belongs
to the Salicaceae family.  It is also called berguera, salciña, salguera or wicker. 

sargazo
The common name of an alga is marina, common in the Caribbean Sea and the South Atlantic.  Belongs to the class
Phaeophyceae, Sargassaceae family and its scientific name is Sargassum muticum.  It has forms of elongate ribbons



and they can grow several meters.  They form floating islands that hinder navigation.

sargear
It is the action of voluntarily confronting fears or fears, interacting with openly unknown or opposite sex people, in order
to acquire experiences and skills in communication with others.

sargeer
I think they're asking about sargear.  If so, it is the action of voluntarily confronting fears or fears, interacting with openly
unknown people or the opposite sex, with the aim of acquiring experiences and skills in communication with others.

sargenta
It is a type of carpentry tool consisting of two jaws, one of them scrollable with a screw.  Press, loop.  Army woman or
police who have the rank of sergeant.

sargentio
The correct term is Sergeant.  It is an intermediate level in the armed forces.  It belongs to the non-commissioned
officers.  In Colombia there are sergeants in the army and the police.

sargento
Sergeant is one of the charges, ranges or lower grades in non-commissioned officers of the army or the police, just
exceed that of Cape. In Colombia told the Sergeant colloquially to the spouse or a bossy, authoritarian woman.

saria
Islamic law that enshrines allah's commandments that govern human conduct. 

sariana
He says the female person born in Sariano, town in the province of Piacenza, Italy.  Circassian is also said to each one
of the works of the painter Jean Sariano, born in 1943 in Oran, Algeria.

sariá
In Argentina it is the name given in the Province of Córdoba (Department of Ischilín) to a bird of the family Cariamidae. 
It is also known by the name of seriema or chuña.  It has long legs and a tuft of feathers above the beak. 

sarita
It is a diminutive of Sarah.  It is also a name of Hebrew origin woman and means Princess.

sarkidiornis
It means bird with a little meat (refers to the neckcruses - or better of the beak - of a Brazilian duck).  They are known as
South American ducks.  belong to the family Anatidae.

sarkozysta
It means he's a fan or a follower of Sarkosy.  He supports the political ideas of Nicolas Sarkosy, former president of
France. 



sarmático
It means relative to Sarmatia, which belongs to Sarmatia or which is originally from that European region.  Sarmatian .  It
is native to a European region linking present-day Ukraine, Romania and Southern Russia. 

sarmiento
Productive branch of the vine plant.  Vine, grape.  The vine shoots.  Branch, stem, Bud pampano.  Surname of Spanish
origin.  Name of several towns in Argentina.  Name of a river in Argentina, with a Professional Football Club.

sarna
A skin disorder manifested by a rash or intense itching.  It is a type of skin infection that is usually caused by the
presence of parasitic mites.  It is produced by the scabies ploughman, whose scientific name is Sarcoptes scabiei. 
Annoying, uncomfortable, annoying, tiresome. 

sarna con gusto no pica
It is a popular adage that wants to indicate that everything that benefits us or causes us pleasure or pleasure is
tolerated.  It is very similar to "whoever wants the dog, wants the chanda".   That the loved one is loved with flaws and is
forgiven for mistakes. 

sarnilla
Sarnilla, simply mange or scabies, is a disease of the skin caused by a mite ( parasitic microscopic ) that gets under the
skin, digging tunnels and lays its eggs in them. It is common around the world and can affect people of all ages and
social classes, and has nothing to do with the lack of hygiene.

saro
Saro is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 SARO; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia is
an acronym that corresponds to the system of administration of the risk operating ( SARO ).  It is a new risk
management program implemented by the Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia.

sarothrura
It means he jumps between reeds or he walks with jumps.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Sarothruridae. 
They are small to medium-sized wading birds typical of Madagascar and Sub-Saharan Africa.  They are popularly
known as chicks.  They were previously classified in the Rallidae family.

sarpado
The correct term is sailed.  It is a turning point of sail.  It means going out, splitting, untie, desancorar, unpin.  Weigh
anchor, done to the sea.

sarpar
sarpar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sail" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to set sail.  It
means going out, splitting, untie, desancorar, unpin.  Weigh anchor, done to the sea.

sarpe
sarpe is incorrectly written and should be written as "SARPE is an acronym." being its meaning:<br>It is the acronym in
English of Surgically assisted rapid palatal expansion ( 41 SARPE;. It means 40 surgically assisted rapid palatal
expansion; 41 SARPE;. It is a surgical medical treatment in the maxilla.



sarpullido
In Colombia we also call it brot or rasquiñona.  It is the set of welts or rashes that appear on the skin, produced by insect
pucaduras (especially fleas or bed bugs) and that generally produce stinging or itching. 

sarracena
It means Muslim, Arab woman.  It means native to the northern Arabian Peninsula, inhabitant of the desert.  Woman
who belonged to an ancient nomadic tribe of northern Arabia.

sarracina
It means fight between several people, quarrel, brawl. 

sarrapastrosa
The correct term is crouperous, with z .  In Colombia it means person, woman or thing very dirty, unstiluted or neglected.
 Scruffy, filthy, dirty.  Person who is hated or not loved.  Detestable.

sarrapastroso
The correct term is scruffy with initial z.  In Colombia is a very demeaning term.  It means ragged, ragged, dirty,
zaparrastroso.  It is the antonym of clean, neat.

sarrapia
It is one of the common names given to the Dipterys tree of the family Fabaceae panamensis.  Tonka tree reaches up to
60 meters high and is typical of very humid climates.  Baru, camaru, tonga, yellow almond, evoe, bribri.

sarrio
It is a wild goat-like mammalian animal.  It is also called suede, rebeco , suede , isard .  Its scientific name is Rupicapra
rupicapra and belongs to the family Bovidae ( Subfamily Caprinae ).  It is also the name of a color ( suede color).

sarro
Bacterial plaque that hardens the teeth, due to lack of dental toilet.  It is also known as dental Tartar or calculus.

sars
It is a type of respiratory disease or pneumonia that is occasional and can be lethal.  It is produced by a Coronavirus
type virus.  Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome is the acronym for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome.  It caused
worldwide alarm a few years ago.

sarta
In Colombia, it is a surname of indigenous origin in the Department of Tolima.  It is also a set of fish or fish joined by a
cuey that are sold in groups and not individualized or individually.  Chain, rosary, ringlera, row, row, recua, retahila . 

sartal
A group of very similar elements that are joined with a string.  Series of very similar and united elements.  Series, string,
or set of very similar and followed events.  String.  chain.  succession, ringlesa, rosary, waterfall. 

sartenidad



Have the quality or characteristics of the pan.  collect or contain things, without allowing them to spill.  Welcome,
contain, protect, tuck in.  A term used in Valencian theatre, during juan José Millás's monologue "La Lengua madre" and
performed by Juan Diego. 

sartén
It is a type of kitchen implement of little bottom and with handle.  In Colombia we also call it paila or cacerola.  Type of
pot or saucepan with rounded bottom, flat and pando where frying is made. 

sartimbamba
It means "land of the frying pan of gold".  It is the name of a Peruvian district in the Sánchez Carrión province, which
belongs to the Department of la Libertad.

sartucho
It's a derogatory way to call a tailor, dressmaker or seamstress.  It comes from the Italian word sarto.

saruy
It is a word of quechua origin meaning step, crush feet. Threshing, tracing.

sasa
It is also used sasá.  It is one of the common names given in the Philippines to a type of palm tree typical of mangroves. 
It belongs to the genus Nypa and the family Arecaceae.  Its scientific name is Nypa fruticans.  It is also called nipa or
ñipa.  It has ornamental and medicinal uses. 

sasha
It is a name of Greek origin that means the protector or protector.  It is used interchangeably by men and women.  It is
considered a variant of Alexander (a).  It can also be found written as Sacha. 

sasia
Boy, little one.  It is a genus of birds in the family Picidae.  They are known as carpinteritos.  They're very small birds.

saskia
Saskia is a woman's name and there are two versions about its origins.  A Dutch origin says that 40 Saxon woman;
means From Saxony ).  The Slavonic version says that it means protector of humanity.

sassenach
You want to say it is not Scottish, the source who discussed is not from Scotland, who is overseas in Scotland, which is
Gaelic.  English or in the South of Scotland,

sat&#39;iy-k&#39;isñiy
They are two words in quechua language Sat '' iy, means meter, enter, enter, insert, fit, plug.

satall
It is the same as totokia or hammer.  It is the name of a weapon used in Fiji.  It is similar to a stick or cane.  Picuda,
battle hammer.



satanista
Person who practices Satanism.  A satan or satan worshipper (the Devil).  person who participates in satanic rituals. 
Worshipper of evil. 

satanizado
Inflection to demonize.  It means condemning, usually ahead of time and without analysis.  Consider something
extremely perverse or demonic.  Demonize.

satán
It is a word of Hebrew origin that means adversary, enemy, opponent and in Arabic it means wrong way.  It means
demon, devil, satan, beelzebub, luzbel, evil.  Wayward, distant, he walks the wrong way.  personification of evil. 

satelital
It means related to satellites, which is transmitted or operated via satellites. 

satélite
In Colombia it is synonym of branch, unit. Artifacts made by scientists that surround our planet.

sati
Name of a goddess of Hindu mythology, protector of marriage, home and happy marital life.  Protector of eternal or true
love.  Woman's name used in India and Persia, meaning faithful, pure, chaste. 

satin
The correct term is satin, with tilde.  It is the name given to a shiny, soft and very fine fabric.  Satin (or sateen) is also
used.  It is a very bright or lustrous type of wood. 

satinado
That looks like the satin.  Paper that is soft-looking, smooth and shiny.

satirear
It means to speak with irony. A mock fine or educated, criticize. Sarcasm, poignancy, cynicism.

satirios
It is a name of male used in Greece.  Satirios Abatsis is a film and television actor.

satis
It means vacation, student leave, rest period. 

sato
It is a Japanese surname.  It is also a wine made with rice.  In the eastern plains of Colombia has several meanings: no
glue, colimocho, short, revejido, street or malnourished.  It is a word that is used in Colombia and Venezuela.

satoshi



Satoshi is a japanese name and means person who sees things clearly.  It can be used by male or female.  It is also
used as a woman's name and means "Beautiful Moon". 

satres
It is the name of a very ancient community settled between the Regions of Thrace and Xanthi of Eastern Macedonia, in
Greece.  Previously it even covered part of Bulgaria.  Currently there are mixtures of other minority communities and it
belongs to the municipality of Myki, Greece.  In Etruscan mythology he was the god of time and necessity Equivalía to
the Saturn of the Romans and to Chronos of the Greeks.

saturnino
Saturnino it is incorrectly written and it should be written as Saturnino (proper name).  being its meaning: the correct
term is Saturnino (is his own name).   It is a name of Latin origin male and means of Saturn, which belongs to Saturn
(Roman god of agriculture).  It means also gloomy, sad, melancholic, nostalgic.  In medicine, a person affected by salts
of lead.  Related to the lead.

saucedo
Geography. Place located in Talavera de la Reina, province of Toledo, Castile - La Mancha, Spain, where
archaeological sites of origin Roman of the 1st century AD were found In Latin America is a surname of origin Spanish,
very common in Mexico and Colombia.

saucier
He is a chef who is engaged in the preparation of all kinds of sauces in a kitchen of restored.  Salsa.

sauconita
It means born, resident or related to Saucon, in the State of Pennsylvania, United States.  Saucon, is the name of a river
or stream and its Valley in that State and in addition there are two sectors of the same which are municipalities Lower
Saucon (Northampton County) and Upper Saucon (Lehigh County).  Saucon Valley as a Club name, a district and a
University also exist in the sector.

saudita
Saudi or Saudi to say of Saudi Arabia. The name of Saudi Arabia is due to Abdelaziz bin Saud, belonging to the dynasty
Al Saud, founder of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and currently ruling dynasty.

saulo
It is a male name of Greek origin and means the revered.  Jewish name of Paul of Tarsus, better known as St. Paul. 

saumerio
The correct term is smudging.  Means incense, pleasant-smelling smoke, Balsam.  Items or products that are used for
smoke, perfume.

sauquillo
It is one of the common names for a plant that has medicinal uses.  It is also known as lesser elderberry, elderberry,
ayebo, dogfish or yezgo.  Its scientific name is Sambucus ebulus and it belongs to the family Adoxaceae. 

saurino



It is a word that comes from the Arabic word Zuhari meaning magician and person who can manipulate energy.  In
principle, were people who could detect where there were water reservoirs, through the use of a wand of wood in the
form of and reversed.

saurischia
It means "lizard hip".  It is a higher-order of dinosaurs of the Triassic later diversified into the Jurassic and the
Cretaceous and from which descend the modern birds.

saurologia
It is a pseudoscience that aims to help us not to succumb to lobbyists of various kinds.

saurópodo
You mean reptile with legs.  That belongs to the Sauropoda Infraorder.  It was a type of gigantic, long-necked,
herbivorous, quadrupedal dinosaur that lived between the Late Triassic and the Late Cretaceous. 

sauses
sauses is incorrectly written and should be written as "Willow, Saus." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is willow. It
is the plural of willow. Willow is a tree of easy growth and reproduction, of long and thin, leaves grows to almost 50
meters high. Belongs to the family Salicaceae and its scientific name is Salix humboldtii. The genus Salix has about 400
described species. It is very important medical and industrially because of the removed salicin, precursor of the
acetyl-salicylic acid ( 41 aspirin base;. This genus belongs the smallest tree in the world is Salix herbacea, which does
not exceed 6 centimeters and is creeping.

sauto
The correct term is Sato. It is a term used in the eastern plains of Colombia which means colimocho. It refers to animals
that is to cut the tail or tail.

saux
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Boyacá is a way to call the willow, a tree of the genus Salix and the
family Salicaceae.  It is also called saus or sauz.  In Geography is the name of a French commune in the Department of
Lot, Cahors District, in the Midi-Pyrénées region.  Last name of an English football player from Wembley FC, of French
origin, named Graeme Pierre Le Saux.

saúl
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means the one who is desired and asked of God.  Implored.  He is a
biblical character who appears in the Book of Samuel.  He was king of the United Kingdom of Israel and father-in-law of
King David.  Name by which a Spanish football player from the staff of Atletico Madrid is known.  Its full name is Saúl
'ininguez Esclápez . 

saús
It is one of the common ways of calling the Willow tree.  It belongs to the genus Salix and the family Salicaceae.

savana
Savana is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Savannah" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Savannah.
It is Savannah. It is a voice which is used to determine an extensive plain grasses and herbaceous plants and devoid of
arboreal vegetation. Plain.



savia
It is the fluid that plants have, in which nutrients are transported from the soil and that is conducted to all its parts. 

savia bruta
It is the natural flow of the plants before being submitted to the process of photosynthesis.  It is also called up SAP.  Its
content is basically water and nutrients.

savia elaborada
It is the same wise descending.  It is the wise after being transformed through photosynthesis.  Fluid descending water
and nutrients in a plant.

sawdust
It is an English word that means sawdust or sawdust.  ground wood.  Filing of wood.

saxicola
It means he lives among the rocks.  They belong to the family Muscicapidae (in the old classification they were among
the Turdidae).  They are known as humming.  The term Saxicola is synonymous with Rupicola.

saya
It's a type of tunic or a piece of clothing.  Women's dress or way to call a skirt.

sayal
Gross and thick fabric made of wool.  Thick fabric used to place under the saddles on horses and mules.  Rustic fabric
woven in wool.  Pellón.  It was also used to make monks' habits.

sayete
It means bad manners, just fine.  Uneducated, illiterate, ignorant, rude.  Padded fabric that served to protect themselves
from the blows of the opponents.  It is a diminutive, somewhat disparaging of sayo. Coarse clothing that served as a
shelter.

sayonara
Sayonara is a farewell distant or detached in two or more persons in Japanese language. You want to say goodbye, see
you soon, or see you. It has become common to accept it as goodbye. Remember that very few Japanese have a God.

sayones
People who use long tunics.  Hooded executioners, judges, gownsman.  A person who was formerly the subpoenas to
the justice.  In some parts of Colombia will say Sayona to death.

sayt&#39;u
sayt '' or is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sayritu" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is sayritu.  It is
a word in quechua language meaning cigarette, rolled-up tobacco smoking.

sayuelas
It is the name given to fabric for cages, especially Partridge covers.  Small skirts.



sazona
Sazonar.En Colombia is spice, seasoning to the things, permeate the atmosphere of joy, radiate enthusiasm. In culinary
is the art of seasoning meals well. Add the seasonings or sauces to a dish.

sábana
It is a piece of fabric, usually cotton and rectangular in shape that is used to lay on the beds above the mattress.  It is
also called a sheet to a strip of paper, usually sectioned and with facilities to be detached by sheets.  It can present
special formats or contain serial information. 

sábila
It is one of the common names of the Aloe vera.  It is a plant that has fleshy or succulent leaves filled with a bright and
bitter mucilaginous substance.  It is also known as aloe, aloe, pita, slug or zabila.  It belongs to the Asphodelacea family.
 It has medicinal, pharmaceutical and cosmetic uses.

sábilas
Plural of Aloe Vera.  It is one of the common names of aloe, aloe or acibar.  Its scientific name is Aloe vera and belongs
to the family Asphodeloideae.

sálamo
It is a common name of a tree also called Calán and belongs to the Rubiaceae family.  Basket or basket that is placed in
the mouth of camels.  Muzzle, flange.  chinstrap . 

sáliba
In Colombia it is the name of an indigenous ethnician.  They live mostly in the Casanare Department.  In the municipality
of Orocué have 8 guards namely: Macucuana , Saladillo , Paravare , El Sipiro , San Juanito , El Médano and El Duya. 
In total, add up to about 40. 000 hectares .

sámara
It is a type of indehiscent nut.  Its seed looks like a propeller which facilitates its anemophilous or anemocoria spraying
(by wind currents).  The term is also used as a woman's name.  It has variants Samara, Somara and Samaria.  It means
the protégé of God and is of Biblical origin. 

sámaras
They are a kind of fruit which have their seeds adapted to their dispersion of aerial way, by what are called anemofilas,
which have a pair of wings.  They are usually in a pod and dries the seeds fly and are dispersed by the wind.  Examples
are many and different families.  Among the most important families are Ulmaceae is commonly called, olmos,
Oleaceae, that are called ash or Park ( genus fraxinus ) and some Bignoniaceae like Chicala ( Tecoma stans ) which is
a Colombian native species.

sándalo
It is the common name of several aromatic herbs of the genus Mentha, of the family Lamiaceae.  These include Mentha
aquatica (called almaro, Pennyroyal, peppermint water, Moorish Peppermint); Mentha longifolia (called hiebabuena,
mastranto, hortelana, yerbasanta, Cress, wild mint); Mentha spicata (Spearmint, mastranto, hortelana garden
sandalwood).  It is also the name of a tree native to India, Santalum album Santalum album, santalaceae family.  Of the
extracted oils for perfume and incense.



sápido
It means that it tastes, that it has flavor.  That he has taste, that he is sensitive to taste or that he tastes like something. 

sármata
It means Sarmatic, relative to Sarmatia, a native of Sarmatia.  Sarmatia is a former European region covering the
present-day territories of Romania, Ukraine and Southern Russia. 

sca
In Colombia is the acronym of the Colombian society of architects: SCA.

scalabriniano
It is the name given to a religious who belongs to the Congregation of Missionaries of San Carlos Borromeo.  It was
founded by Juan Bautista Scalabrini and is therefore named after him.  They are dedicated to helping migrants and
refugees. 

scania
Name of a vehicle manufacturer of Swedish origin.  Its headquarters are located in Södertälje, Sweden and belong to
the Volkswagen Group.  Latin name for a region and province in the southern part of Sweden (Scania or Scania).  It is
the name of an asteroid (460).  It was previously called 1900 FN by astronomers. 

scelorchilus
Long-footed, long-legged.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Rhinocryptidae.  They are found in
the Southern Cone of South America and are known as tricaos, tapacolas or chucaos.

scenopoeetes
It means he makes tents, cabins or tents.  It refers to your habits to build your very specialized and multiple nests.  It is
the only genus of a unique species in Australia that belongs to the family Ptilonorhynchidae.  They are known as dogs,
cabinets or packers.  Males have polygamous customs, hence the way they build their nests.

scepomycter
It means he's carrying or carrying a scepter.  It is a genus of birds in the family Cisticolidae.  They were previously
classified in the family Sylviidae.  They are only two very small species endemic to Tanzania and one of them was only
discovered 10 years ago.  They are known as prinias.

schedule
It's an English language word meaning calendar.  It is also assumed as meaning programming (activities), program . 

scheila
scheila is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Scheila; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
woman's name, of Irish origin and means that it resides the heaven.  Cheila, Sheila variants.

schiffornis
It means Schiff bird.  Bird dedicated to Schiff.  Schiff was the surname of a German Physician named Moritz Schiff, who
was also an anatomist and physiologist.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Tityridae .  They are
characterized by small ones and have a very short tail and large head.  They were formerly classified in the Pipridae



family.  They are known as jumpers, flutines, whistlers or weeping.  They are typical of Central and South America.

schistes
It means split peak, split peak, separate peak.  Short, pointed bill.  It is the name of a genus of South American birds
known as beak wedges, wedge beak hummingbird or short-billed hummingbird.  They belong to the family Trochilidae .

schistochlamys
It means it has a slate grey mantle or a slate grey mantle, but no spots.  Clámide, blanket without stains.  It is the name
of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Thraupidae.  They have very colorful colors and are called tangaras or fruit
with black face, carinegros, chovy or sabanera pizarrita.

schistocichla
It means slate grey or slate grey blackbird.  Water blackbird.  It was the name of a genus of birds that belonged to the
family Thamnophilidae and grouped South American species.  Currently they are grouped into the new genus called
Myrmelastes (meaning the one that storms ants). They're called tingling.

schistolais
Short bill and pointed.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Cisticolidae.  They are popularly known
as prinias and are found mostly in Central Africa.

schizoeaca
It means that he lives or lives among the wood.  It was the name of a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae.  They are
currently classified in the genus Asthenes, which means insignificant.  They are popularly known as canasteros, for the
shape of their nests.

schnapzahl
It is not a word in the Spanish language. Schnapzahl is a word in the German language, but is poorly written. The right
thing is Schnapszahl. Mean number of Brandy ( or Brandy ). It refers to the degree of aging of this liqueur.

schnauzer
It is the name of a breed of dogs of German origin.  The word in German, means snout or also moustache, which are
some of the physical characteristics of the breed mentioned, as well as the beard it presents.  It is also called a mouser
for its special rodent-hunting feature. 

schoenicola
It means that it lives among the brambles or among the herbs (or weeds).  They are known as weeds or brags.  It is a
genus of birds in the family Locustellidae.  They are found in central Africa.

scholasticus
It means scholastic or scholastic.  It is a Latin term, which means it belongs to the school, school.  It usually refers to
religious schools of the Middle Ages.  It is also a name of a male and a saint in Latin.

schoutedenapus
It means Schouteden's swift or a swift dedicated to Schouteden.  Schouteden is the surname of a great Belgian
zoologist and ornithologist, named Henri Schouteden.  It belongs to the Apodidae family and are from Sub-Saharan



Africa.

schwarzschilda-
It means dedicated to Karl Schwarzschild.  In honor of Karl Schwarzschild, a German physicist, mathematician, and
astronomer.  Name of an asteroid (837).  It was provisionally named 1916 AG. 

sciaphylax
It means guardian of the shadows.  It is the name of a new genus of birds, which belongs to the family Thamnophilidae. 
They are known as anthills or tingling.  They used to belong to the genus Myrmeciza.

scleroptila
It means hard eyes, hardened eyes.  Leather or hard skin.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Phasianidae. 
They are known as Francolines.  They are found in various parts of Africa such as Ethiopia, Congo, Angola, Tanzania,
and Burundi.

sclerurus
It means hard-tailed, hardened-tailed.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Furnariidae.  They are
typical of America and are known as leaf strips or leaf liters.

scoliosys
The correct term in English is Scoliosis, which means scoliosis (curvature of the spine).

scooter
It is a word of the English language, which is used to designate a motorcycle of very low displacement, very light faired
motorcycle.  Moped. 

scopia
In computer science is a series of Avaya products that facilitate Conference calls and online collaboration.

scort
The indicated is escort.  It is a term of English origin that means escort, company, escort, bodyguard, person who is
dedicated to caring or protecting another.  In Colombia it is a disguised way of referring to prepaid girls or "ladies of
company", who are actually prostitutes.

scotopelia
It is a genus of birds in the family Strigidae.  It means night fisherman, dark fisherman or night pigeon.  They are known
as fishermen owls or fishermen owls, owls.  They are only found in southern Africa.

scrama
It was a very short type of dagger used by some German tribes.  It was also called sax or scramasax.  The word is of
German origin, Derives from the words Schramme which means superficial wound, razguño and sahs which means
dagger, knife.

screener



It is a word in the English language that means screenshot or inspector, watchman.  It can also mean study, analysis,
survey, evaluation.  Film Copy.  Also airport guard. 

screenshot
It is not a term the Spanish language but English. Screenshot means screen capture. In Colombia we say simply
screenshot and it is the action of copying or taxing that at certain point is on the PC screen and is saved as an image.

scroll
It is an English language word that means slip, swipe, scroll.  Swipe action on a screen.  A way to call an activity on the
ski, which consists only of gliding smoothly over the snow. 

scuba
It is a word in English meaning autonomous scavenger, diving equipment.  Diver, diving. 

scutum
It's a Latin word meaning shield.  Type of shield used by the soldiers of Ancient Rome.  It is the name of a constellation
of the celestial vault, only visible in the Southern Hemisphere.  It is the only modern constellation dedicated to a relevant
real character in Poland (King John III Sobieski).  The Pioneer 11 Probe was sent back in 1973 (47 years ago), but
missed all contact with it since 1995.

scytalidas
It means rod with small wings, rod with wings.  It is formed with the Greek roots Scytalon (vara, branch) and bundles,
dilas (small wings, wings).  It's a way to call darts, small arrows or saetas.  They were weapons used in ancient times. 
Short arrows.

se acentúa el nombre de motolinia?
Motolinia (or motolina) is a Word from the Nahuatl language and has the meaning of "which is poor", of which "is
afflicted" (mo means tolinia is poor, afflicted).  Poor, miserable, impoverished, abandoned, diminished.  needy, helpless. 
It should emphasize on the last i: motolinia.  It is the nickname that Fray Toribio de Benavente adopted for himself when
it came to evangelize in Mexico.

se asesora
It is the person who gives advice. Advisor, guide, mentor, monitor, supervisor, trainer, rector, director.

se derrama a raudales
It means in profusion, in large proportions, in wealth or abundant.

se le soltó la chaveta
In Colombia, we also say that the key has been loosened.  It means losing one's sanity or one's senses.  To snitch, to
go crazy.  Go crazy.  They are colloquial expressions.  Also used is "your shampoo ran off" or "you loosened a screw". 

se lió la parva
Parva in Colombia is a name that refers the bread, especially in Antioquia.Significa knead, work in bakery, making puff
pastry.



seal
It means nag, enclenque, skinny beast limply.  It is the name of a British musician, whose full name is Seal Henry
Olusegun Olumide Adeola Samuel.  It is also a singer and composer, famous for the soundtrack of the film "Batman
Forever" with the song "Kiss from a Rose", with which won 3 Grammy Awards.  It is the spouse of the model Heidi Klum.
 SEAL is also the acronym of "Sea, Air and Land" (sea, air and land), a special Corps of the armed forces of the United
States.  Commands of the United States Navy.

seathed
Seathed is a term in English that means sea, Marino.

sebastian
Sebastian is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sebastian" being its meaning:<br>Sebastian is a male name.
It means the revered and is of Greek origin. Name of Saint who died martyred at sweethearts. He was a soldier of the
Roman Empire. It is venerated by the Orthodox and Catholic churches.

sebe
It means fenced or fenced Limit or enclosure between properties established with barriers of hedges, trees, branches or
even stones. 

sebillo
It is the accumulation of dirt on the penis due to lack of hygiene, dirt ( In Colombia ).  In Venezuela the expression go to
the sebillo is a very vulgar way to ask someone that retires, equivalent to " go pa your shit ".  Go away, leave, go to hell.

sebo
It is the compact fat that lines some organs, tissues or cavities of the body.  Fat, fat, adiposity, unto. 

sebudo
It has a lot of tallow, it has a lot of butter.  It means fat, sebed, buttery, greasy.  It can also mean slow, obese, moving
with difficulty. 

seca
It means devoid of water or moisture.  Dehydrated.  It can also be synonymous with drought.  Drying inflection, which
means dehydration, squeezing, desiccaring, draining, orear.  In Colombia law that prohibits the marketing of liquors (Dry
Law).  It can also mean lean, thin, macient, skinny.

secanina
Name of a glucoprotein found in cereals. 

secaño
It is a type of agriculture that the farmer does not apply water to their crops and it only rains, provide it so are scarce. 
Non-irrigated, rainfed cultivation.  Used in cereals, vegetables and some fruits such as apricots, olives and almonds.

secespite
The secespite or secespite was a ring-shaped knife that was used to make sacrifices.   It was used by the non-Jewish
peoples of antiquity.



secion de derechos
rights section is written incorrectly and should be written as "Assignment" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
transfer of rights. It means that it yields rights renounce rights in favour of another person.

secionante
secionante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sesionante." being its meaning:<br>The word secionante is
incorrect. The right thing is Sesionante. It means that you are attending a session, which took part in a meeting,
meeting, or Assembly. That performs an Act, projection or representation for an audience in a special schedule.

seción
It depends on the answer to know that you intended to ask. Anyway section is poorly written. There are 3 possibilities of
what you wanted to ask: If section: means a part of a whole. If it is assignment: a delegate, give or deliver something. If
it is session: refers to a meeting of a Board or Assembly.

seco de carnes
You mean very skinny, bony, enjuto, Enteco, skeletal, gritty.

secret
It is an English language word meaning secret ( a ), stealth ( a ), incognito ( a ).  Hidden use pockets in various
garments.

secretaría
In Colombia is each of the agencies that municipal or departmental administration is divided.  The title or position of its
representatives is Secretary or Secretary.  At the national level, in Colombia the Administration is divided into ministries,
however in several countries such as Mexico, the national administration is divided into secretariats and not in
ministries.  On boards or committees, the Secretariat is the position of the person who takes and writes the minutes. 
There are Secretaries of Government, agriculture, development, culture, education, work, etc.

secreto
It is a key and important information that is shared among a few people, but that cannot leave them.   It means hidden,
kept, confidential, reserved, stealthy, mystery, enigma, arcane.  Stealth, disguise.

secuela
It means consequential , a negative result that generates an event or event.  Consequence, result, effect, derivation .

secuenciado
You mean according to an order or sequence.  Seguidilla, succession.   Successive.  That for something to happen must
be preceded by something important and prior to a chain of facts indispensable to achieve a goal.

secuencias t1
It is the different way to pronounce and divide the syllables of a word that has the letters followed tl. It is different from
Spain and Puerto Rico mode with other Hispanic countries: in Spain and Puerto Rico that breaks the sequence tl and
other countries do not. For example in Spain and Puerto Rico said At-le-ti-co and in other countries A-tle-ti-co.

secular



It can mean that it presents itself or that it happens every century.  It lasts a century.  It is repeated for ever.  It also
means worldly, which opposes the holy or the divine.  Profane.  separated from the church.  Another meaning is seglar,
a person of the church who does not belong to the clergy (who is not a clergyman). 

secularizar
It means separating from the church or the religious.  Return seglar .  May he lose the influence of the church or the
clergy. 

seculorum
seculorum is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Saeculorum" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
saeculorum. It is a latin word which means 40 centuries; in plural ). It is the plural of saeculum which means century.

secura
It means dryness, dryness, aridity, lack of moisture.  Dry grade.  Sterility, wilting, dehydration, skinny, summer. 

sed
Desire to drink fluids.  Dryness, desiccation, aridity, desire, anadipsia.  What the thirsty suffers.

sedación
It is the action or effect of sedation.  It means reassuring, numbing, drug, sleep, calm, calm, calm, appease.

sedancia
It is the quality that manifests diminishing or reducing nervous excitation and at the same time producing drowsiness.

sedán
It is a type of fixed hood car and for 5 passengers.  Auto closed and compact.  Typical type of car bodywork.  It can also
be called a saloon. 

sede y cede
these two words are homophophons and heterographs.  They look the same, have different meanings, and are written
differently.  Headquarters, with s , means base, center, matrix.  Yields.  with c, it's an inflection to give in and means
compromise, access, mitigate, diminish, deliver, give, transfer.

sedentarios
Plural of sedentary .  It means you don't exercise.  It remains the same place, it does not change place, it does not
move.  Immobile, seated, stable.  It is all the opposite of nomadic, wandering or transhumante.

sedicion
The correct term is sedition.  Means uprising, rebellion, insurgency against the authority or a legally established
Government.  Uprising, riot, revolution.

sediciosas
Plural of sediciosa.  It means insurrectas, rebels, mutines, insubordinadas, sublevadas.  In Colombia, it also means
offenders.



sedimentador
It is a tank or pool, where intends to waste of an effluent to precipitate then separate them. They are used in the oil
industry. Desilter. Pellet tank.

sedoso
It means that it is soft, delicate.  Which is like silk. 

sefela
It means in Hebrew plain, plain, lowlands.  You can also translate valley. It is the name of a region of Israel, located
between the coastal area and the Mountains of Judah.  , 

sefora
The most indicated term is Séfora ( or Séphora ).  It was the name of Moses' wife.  In Ancient Hebrew and Ancient
Greek means bird, bird. 

segadora
It is the feminine of Reaper.  A person who is engaged in harvesting cereals with a sickle.  It is synonymous with sickle
(tool).  Tool for mowing.  Currently there are mechanized harvesters.  Echona, ichona, sickle.

segar
It is the action of cutting or trimming the ears of a cereal with a sickle or cut grass, or grass with a trimmer or Scythe. 
Trim grasses or spikes.  Use the sickle.

segas
segas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "SEGAS ( It's an acronym )"being its meaning:<br>They are
companies that provide service for direct debit of natural gas or natural gas vehicle compressed. Facilities and
equipment. In San Juan, Argentina.

sege
It is one of the common names given in Colombia to a palm tree.  It is the palm also called seje, palm milpesos, majo,
patabá, unguragua, unamo or ungurahua.   Its scientific name is Jessenia polycarpia or Oenocarpus bataua of the
Arecaceae family. 

segismundo
It is a name of male of Germanic origin and means victorious soldier, winner.  Protector, defender.  Sigismund was the
name of a king of Hungary.

segmento
Cut or separated part of a thing, usually long.  It means part, section, section.   Sector , piece .  Part that together with
others form a whole. 

segovia
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and is the name of a municipality in the Department of Antioquia.  In Spain is
a municipality and a city in Castilla-León.  A second Colombian, nicknamed the Warlock's surname.  in Soledeno or the
bear.  It was an excellent right side.  Arturo Segovia was player of Millonarios, Deportes Tolima, Junior, America and the



Colombia national team.

segregar
Emit a liquid substance, expel.  It is the action or effect of excrete, secrete, ooze, distilled, producing.  It also means
depart, separate, discriminate, distinguish, exclude, marginalize.

segunda residencia
It means alternate house or rest house.  House for vacationing or spending seasons.  House to live old age or retirement
time. 

segunda vuelta
It is an electoral resource in many countries to settle very close elections with many candidates.  In Colombia, for
example, the second round is done with the two candidates who have obtained the most votes.  Second round in the
election. 

segundo
Place that is occupied after the first.  That in order occupies the position two.  It is an ordinal number indicating Post 2. 
In time it is a fraction of a minute that equals the sixty-first part so 60 seconds form a minute.  Second, it's also a male
name.  It means that he was born second, that before he was born another brother was born.  He occupies the two
place between the brothers.  That there's another one before him.

segundo palo
In football the second stick is the stick farther to the barrier in a free kick direct. Colombia is the second Pinball or basket
of beer.

segura
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  The word as such means without danger, without risk, that it is free to
suffer damage.  It also means that it does not fail, that it does not doubt and that it is fixed or true. 

segurar
It's the same as securing.  Put it to safety.  It can mean affirming, confirming. 

seguro
It can mean protected, saved, sheltered, immune, evident, firm, constant.  It can also mean exact, invariable, true,
positive, infallible.  That it does not fail, that it is not in danger.  In Colombia, policy that protects people or property from
catastrophic effects.  It is also a generic way of calling Health Service Providers (formerly the ISS, Social Security
Institute). 

seguros
Plural of insurance .  It can mean protected, protected, guarded, protected, immune, evident, firm, constant.  It can also
mean exact, invariable, certain, positive, infallible.  That they do not fail, that they are not in danger.  In Colombia,
policies that protect people or property from catastrophic effects.  It is also a generic way of calling Health Service
Providers (formerly the ISS, Social Security Institute). 

sehe



In German means I see, miro (see, look, ich sehe).  Sehe or axis is one of the common names of a Palm.  also known
as milpesos, unamo, pataba, unguragua or ungurahua majo.  Its scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua or Jessenia
bataua, of the family Arecaceae.

seibal
It is the way to call in English and German a Mayan archaeological site, known as Ceibal in Spanish.  It is also a
municipality in Guatemala, which belongs to the Department of Petén. 

seiko
It is the name of a Japanese watch and stopwatch brand created 140 years ago by Kintaro Hattori.  Currently the
company's name is Seiko Holdings Corporation and it has a majority owner of its competitor Orient. 

seir
It is the name of a mountain range that is located in the North of Judah, in Israel.  The word as such in Hebrew, means
hairy (a). 

seis
Sena, face of the die that has six points.  Digit number .  Numeral that is after five and before seven.  Name of a stringed
instrument similar to the guitar and invented in Bolivia.  Set of gods created by Laura Gallego Garcia.  Name of a French
musical group. 

seitán
It is a very nutritious food made with wheat gluten.  It is also called vegetable meat.  It can be prepared in many different
ways. 

seits
SEITS, stands for a Mexican entity. It is the electronic system of information, procedures and services of the State of
Mexico. Their purpose is to leverage the knowledge and technological development for the benefit of the entire
population.

seje
It is one of the common names for a common Palm in the Amazon basin.  It is also called unguragua, seje, majo, seje
palma, palma milpesos unamo ungurahua, pataba.  Its scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua (or Jessenia bataua) and
belongs to the family Arecaceae.  Its oil has medicinal use.

sejes
Sejes is the plural of axis.  It is a characteristic of the Colombian Llanos Palm.  It is extracted an oil that is medicinal.  Its
scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua and belongs to the family Arecaceae.  It also receives the names of Patawa,
Sehe, Hungurahua ( 41 Ecuador; or Mingucha

sejo
Name of the seventh king of Korea who belonged to the Joseon Dynasty.  In his childhood he had the name Yi Yu and
was the second son of King Sejong the Great. 

selah



In the context of a prayer or psalm it is a pause for reflection or meditation.  It means pause, interlude, or interlude. 
Washington, U.S. city name.  Book Name by Alex Willmott.  In Hebrew it translates sorrow.  Stop, listen. 

selema
It is an African song of Zaiko Langa Langa, also known as Los Muchachos.  It is the name of a company dedicated to
the furniture of wood in Argentina.

selena
Selena is incorrectly written and should be written as Selena (his own name), being its meaning: the correct term is
Selena (is his own name).  Selene, the moon.   It is a woman of Greek origin's name means Moon, name of the Moon
Goddess, sister of Helios.  Selene, Selenia, Selina variants.

selene
It is another name given to the moon.  In ancient Greece, lunar goddess, daughter of the Titans Hyperion and Tea.  Its
name comes from the word selas, meaning light.  Sister of Helios ( Sol 41.

selenita
Selenite is considered the possible inhabitant of Selene or the moon.  In mineralogy is a variety of gypsum.  Plaster
crystallized into bright blades (Speculum). Its chemical formula is CaSO4.  2H2O.

selenizar
It can mean descending gently or in a controlled manner on the surface of the moon, Landing.  It can also be considered
as selenizing, the process of conquest of the moon and development of activities on it.

selij
The correct term is Selig , with g .  In Colombia it is the name of a company specialized in the supply of supplies and
equipment for cancer treatments.

selina
It is a name of Greek origin woman.  It means that it comes from Selene (the Moon).  Variants: Selene, Selenia, Selena. 
It is different to Celina, which is of Latin origin and means that it comes from the sky.

selinur
In literature, it is the name of a character in "Auch Einer" (Also One), a work by the German writer Friedrich Theodor
Vischer.  It is the name of an asteroid (500).  It was discovered in 1903. 

sello personal
It is an expression that means its own characteristic or own trait.  You can only do it or use your author or owner.  It can
also be an implement in which is the graph of a person's signature, their name and their registration number.  Plastic
seal with signature.

selvans
Name of an Italian metallic musical group from the Abruzzo region ( Selvans Metallum ).  In Etruscan mythology it was
the name of the god of forests.



semana
Outside the seven-day period, in Colombia it is the name of a widely circulated magazine.  It is published weekly and its
basic content is social and political in nature.

seme
In the yaoi art (Japanese art of erotic type among male artists, which means "sin climax") is who takes the active or
dominant part.  Who takes the passive or submissive part is called uke.

semea
It's a word from the Basque language that means son.  Descendant, successor, heir. 

semejantes
It means similar, similar.  They look alike for their characteristics.  Analogues.  It can also mean neighbours.

semejanza
Rhetorical simile .  Resemblance, affinity, equality, simile, analogy. 

semiautomático
Device is not completely automatic and requires partial handling.

semiárido
It is a subtype of dry climate, also called semi-desert or steppe.  It has very little rainfall that only becomes between 500
and 800 millimeters per year.  In it grows xerophytic vegetation. 

semihúmedo
This means an intermediate degree of humidity.  With a humidity of 50%.  It is not very humid nor is it very dry, it has a
regular or medium degree of humidity. 

semilla de lino
Linen or flax seeds are a cereal which, in addition to being an extraordinary source of fatty acids Omega 3, reported
other interesting health benefits.

seminario
Institution where young people prepare to be priests.  Place where seminarians study.  Event in which several people
who know a specific topic meet, to update their knowledge.  seed or semen. 

seminario conciliar
Religious educational institution where young people prepare to be priests. 

semiologo
semiologist is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Semiologist" being its meaning:<br>Practitioner or a
supporter of semiotics or semiology. In medicine, the semiology is the science that studies the signs or symptoms of a
disease. There is the psychiatric symptomatology.



semiramis
Queen of the Babylonians, famous for having fairly expanded his territory and ordered the construction of the famous
hanging gardens.

semirrecogido
It means moderately collected, which has not been collected completely, picked up in half or half.

semínola
Name given to an Indigenous North American people, formerly based on the Florida Peninsula.  In their native language
the word means deserter or what in Spanish is called cimarrón.   Asó themselves were called Ikaniuksalgi, which means
people or people of the peninsula. 

semnornis
It means majestic bird (can also be considered majestic beak bird).  It is the name of a genus of birds of the tropics
belonging to the family Capitonidae (although some Ornithologists want to assign it the new name Semnornithidae). 
They are known as bearded, bearded and headed.  There are even those who agree more to being linked soon to the
family Ramphastidae (the toucans), because in the case of the bearded toucan, there is greater phylogenetic affinity.

semphyra
Name of a character from the works of the Russian writer and playwright Aleksandr Sergeyevich Pushkin.  Name of an
asteroid ( 1014 ) .  It was also named 1924PW and 1932 HW. 

sempiterno
It seems to have no beginning or end, which lasts a long time, which lasts a long time.  It lasts forever or forever, eternal,
perpetual.

semsible
semsible is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sensitive" as meaning:<br>The correct term is sensitive. It
means he feels, that it moves. Sensitive, receptive, prescriptive, sentimental, emotional, tender, sensitive, susceptible,
remarkable, manifest, marked.

sena
Name of a river of France that crosses Paris.  In Colombia it is the acronym of the National Learning Service.  It is an
official institution that is dedicated to preparing technicians and technologists in many disciplines.  Face of the die that
has 6 points. 

senadores
In Colombia are the members of the Senate (upper house), legislative body than the House of representatives.

sencible
sencible is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sensitive" as meaning:<br>The correct term is sensitive. It
means that it feels sensitive, responsive, receptive, sentimental, emotional, tender, delicate, patent, remarkable,
marked.

senda



It means trail, narrow path for pedestrians.  Trocha, sidewalk or tread.  Crossing, shortcut.

sendos
It means one for each, when two or more things or people are related.  For all, equal, within a sequence, list, or
relationship.

sene
It means old man, old man.  Who has senility or senescence.  Old age. 

senecio
It is a genus of plants in the family Asteraceae.  The Latin word means old, old man.  It is a very cosmopolitan, diverse
and abundant genus, which has approximately 4400 species.  In large proportion they are toxic and of medicinal uses. 
Among them are arnica.  They are also called yellow flower, gray grass, cineraria or yuyito.  In Colombia they are
páramos plants and covered with whitish pubescences. 

senecto
It means old, old, old,, archaic, old, long-lived, old, veteran.  You have senectud, old.

senegalés
Belonging to or relating to Senegal , the African country .  People born in Senegal .  Native or native of Senegal. 

seneira
In old nautical was the name given to an elaborate loop in hemp, which ensured the bands of a fishing net.  Cordel,
Cape, rope, rope, hemp, maroma.

senerra
Senerra or Senerra the Viper is a character from animations, characterized by a slave of combat.

senil
Relative to old age or old age.  It makes greater reference to the gradual loss of physical and mental abilities that is
suffered in old age.

senior
It is a term that in sports or cultural activity means adult or older.  Who ceased to be young or junior .  In the field of
professional activity it means expert, experienced, well trained, trained.  The word in English means sir, adult, senior.  It
is also a surname of Sephardic Jewish origin.  Surname of perhaps the best president who had the Sports Club
Millonarios de Bogotá, called Don Alfonso Senior Quevedo. 

senito
Breast diminutive .  Small breast.  Petty, thetics, Mommy.

senna
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Last name of an excellent Brazilian car racer, we still miss many fans.  Its full name was
Ayrton Senna da Silva .



senolítico
It is a medical term and refers to a drug that selectively induces the death of senescent cells, which are those cells that
have stopped dividing and therefore tend to age. 

senoriad
senoriad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mansion" being its meaning:<br>I think that they ask for the
word Manor. Means with great Lordship, distinguished, noble, aristocratic, linajuda, majestic, elegant, sumptuous,
pompous, regia.

senos
It is the plural of sinus.  It means breasts, breasts, mammary glands, puchecas, sofias, Lief, breasts.

senote
Augmentative of sine.  Large breast, tetota, Cenote, with c, is a sinkhole or Karst depression flooded.  They are
abundant in the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico.

senpai
As an language rule ours should be sempai or sen-pai .  It is a word of Japanese origin and indicates very respectful
treatment of an older person or a teacher.  It means companion, companion of before, long friend.

sensatas
That put him sense things. People who put logic to their views and concepts. Means judicious, prudent, discreet, sane,
moderate, cautious, careful, circumspect.

sensio
It is one of the common names of a medicinal plant.  It is also known as wormwood, asensio, ajorizo, bitter artemisia or
yerba santa.  Its scientific name is Artemisia absinthium and belongs to the family Asteraceae.  There is also another
plant called sensio, of the same family and genus (ARTEMIS) and is Artemisia arborescens, which is known as
wormwood montuno, Moorish wormwood or Absinthe of mountain.  In Colombia Sensio is a trademark of medical
sensors.

sensitiva
It means that you feel .  Relating to the sensations produced in the senses.  It is also another name given to the plant
called roostery, opium poppy, shameful, nometoques , moriviví Its scientific name is Mimosa pudica and it belongs to the
Fabaceae family. 

sensorizar
It means to make sensitive, that can be detected or sensed.  Place sensors.  Having something detect movements or
sounds. 

sensuales
That you show sensuality. Inspire much attraction and arouse passion. delicate and loving. Pleasant, sensory, sensitive,
physical, voluptuous, erotic, concupiscentes.

sensualidad



It is the quality of the human being show affection and wake up at the same time the Livid and the attraction of his
fellows.  Which produces pleasure.  Pleasure, delight, erotic.

senta
Senta is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Senta; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Senta.  It is the name of a municipality in the province of Vojvodina in Serbia.  It is located on the banks of the
river Tisa.

sentandose
sitting is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sentándo_" is still its meaning:<br>It means taking seat, standing
on a Chair.

sentecioso
sentecioso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sentencioso" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
judgemental.  It means that it teaches a moral, talking with some affected gravity or seriousness.  That speaks in very
severe or very serious tone.  That dictates a sentence.

sentencia
Right judgment is the judgment to be pronounced by a judge.  Decision on right to a judge.  Failed, opinion, decision,
verdict, judgment, award, resolution.

sentidiño
It's a word from the Galician language.  It means common sense.  It was the most voted word in 2019 in the Galician
language.  In essence it is the ability to act correctly and reasonably.  It derives from meaning. 

sentido
It's a inflection to feel.  It means perceiving, noticing, realizing, suffering, suffering, deploring.  It can also mean getting
excited, crying, regretting, repenting.  Sense has many meanings : Aptitude, ability, faculty, reason, judgment,
discernment, as well as affected, sore, hurt, offended.  It feels, it generates a lot of emotion.  Another meaning is
direction, trajectory, route, orientation, heading. 

sentina
It means plumbing, sewer, sewer.  Place full of crap and dirt.  In some cases it is used as a synonym for latrine (where
they feel).

sentinelés
It means originating from Sentinel (or Northern Sentinel), which is the name of a Gulf of Bengal Island, in the Indian
Ocean.  It belongs to the Archipelago of Andaman and Nicobar.  Name of a very old and unknown language spoken in
that same region.  It is spoken by an ecnia that has remained isolated and out of contact with today's world. 

senutrio
senutrio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cenutrio" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is cenutrio ( c
) You want to mean a slow and clumsy person to understand things. Of lack of intelligence. Senile.

seña



Grimace or gesture that is made with the body to indicate something.  Movement or gesture agreed between two people
to communicate something in code.  It can also mean brand.  indication, sign, addition, gesticulation, password, signal,
trace, fingerprint, scar.

señas
It means description of something, details, traits.  It is also used as a synonym for location, address, address.  Plural
sign .  Grimace or gesture that is made with the body to indicate something.  Movement or gesture agreed between two
people to communicate something in code.  It can also mean brand.  indication, sign, addition, gesticulation, password,
signal, trace, fingerprint, scar.

señálenla
It's a turning point.  It means display , indicate , determine , point , mark , allude , designate .  It means to highlight ,
specify one among several for some special reason or by a feature.

señero
In the eastern Plains of Colombia means single, single, solirtario, without company.  Retracted, smiting.  He stays away
and talks little.   It only beckons or grimaces.

seño
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic coast is an apocope of Lady, Miss.  The form of llamer is also students or
students to your professor or teacher.

señora
Older woman, usually married woman.  Wife, lady.  Adult female .  As a respect and courtesy treatment, it is used to
address an adult woman; It is used alone, prefixed to the proper name or surname, or, sometimes, to a position or a
profession.  Name of a Colombian song in vallenato rhythm, performed by Otto Serge and Rafael Ricardo.  Llanera song
by Reynaldo Armas, which is also known as "A Usted".  . 

señores
It is the plural of Mr.  A man who deserves recognition.  It means masters, owners, Knights, nobles, patricians,
aristocrats, hidalgos, owners, patterns, heads, senior.

señorial
It means that it has lordship.  Which is relative to lordship.  Remarkable, notorious, important, linajuda, aristocratic,
noble, distinguished, majestic, large, elegant, pompous, regal. 

señorona
In senorona Colombia means corpulent female, big and strong.  Lady important and lineage.

señuelo
Trap or bait placed an animal to catch him.  It means bait, trap, deception, bait, trick trick.

separados
It means divorced.  They don't live together anymore.



separarse
It can mean away or divorce.

separata
Additional booklet that is added to newspapers on special dates.  Booklet , brochure .  It usually deals with a subject of
public interest. 

separatas
They are additional booklets that pulls out a newspaper, with information on special topics or collection.

sephanoides
He seems to have a crown or belt on his head.  It is a type of bird of the family Trochilidae (small birds, birds flies,
hummingbirds).   It is the name of a genus of hummingbirds known as small hummingbirds and are endemic to Chile
and Argentina.

seppina
Name of the mascot of German astronomer Maximilian Franz Joseph Cornelius Wolf (Franz Wolf).  Name given to an
asteroid ( 483 ) . 

seprogresista
seprogresista is incorrectly written and should be written as "is progressive" being its meaning:<br>It is correct is
progressive.  It is a suggestion that we practice the Progressivism.  Progressivism is a political movement that promotes
the rejection of the status quo ( stand still, staying stagnant ) promotes civil rights and economic pragmatism.  They do
not accept the left-right dichotomy.  they pursue the institutional, social, economic and political progress of the society.

sepsis
In medicine it is the syndrome of the immune response to a generalized infection. Septicaemia.  It is a complication
generated by an unbalanced and abnormal response of the organism to an infection. 

septagenario
Person of the seventh floor, which in Colombia means seventh decade or seventh decade.  You are in the age stage or
rank of 70 to 79 years.  Seventy-year-old.

septenio
It is the same as hebdomad, is a period of time which is equivalent to seven years.

septentrinal
The correct term is northern, with one or additional.  That is in the Septentrion, that is, above the horizon.  It means from
the North, relative to the North, of the northern part.

septicemia
In medicine it is the syndrome of the immune response to a generalized infection. Sepsis.  It is a complication generated
by an unbalanced and abnormal response of the organism to an infection.  Generalized affection of the organism due to
the presence of toxins and microorganisms p'atógenos in the blood. 



septinato
It is a way of calling who is born in the seventh month of gestation.  In Colombia we say sevenmesino more frequently. 

septuagenaria
It is the same as setentona.  It is a woman or a person who is over seventy years old, but less than eighty.  Person from
the seventh floor. 

septubre
It is a term used in accounting, which refers to the fifth two months of a year or for the months of September and
October. In Colombia it is important because in that period the following year budgets conform.

septum
A partition that divides a cavity in two.  Septum.  The nasal septum is the septum of the nose.  It splits in two.

sepulcral
It means relative to a tomb or a tomb.  It also means silent, which does not produce noise. 

sepulcro
Construction of funerary type where the corpses are inhuman.  Place where a dead man is buried.  It means grave,
Tomb, crypt, Barrow.  Holy Sepulchre: The tomb of Jesus.

sepultacion
Burial action or effect .  It means burial, burial. 

sepultación
It is the action or effect of burying or burying corpses.  Burial, burial. 

sepultar
It means burying, burying the body of a deceased. 

sepultura
Site or excavation in which a corpse is deposited.  Tomb, tomb, mound. 

sepulveda
It is more suitable Sepulveda.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality belonging to the Province of Segovia.  Last name
of Spanish origin .

sequedad
That it lacks natural moisture.  Having the quality of dry.  Afforded a harsh or cold treatment to others.  Dryness,
dehydration, drought, low water, hardness, coldness, wilderness, desert, xerophytic, sterile, Haggard, Dour, rugged,
terse, laconic.

sequía



Time of lack of rain.  Lack of water or moisture.  Stying, aridity, dryness.  

ser agua pasada
It means history, fact that has already happened and will go into oblivion.

ser blando
It means character weak, tolerant, forgiving, lax, docile, gentle, timid, cowardly.

ser boleta
It is an expression used by young people in Colombia.  It means shown, exhibitionist, who likes to be notorious or stand
out.  Flamboyant, conceited, conceited, believed, braggart. 

ser costilla de otro costal
The correct expression is "to be another sack of flour."  In Colombia means that it does not belong, which is on the other
hand, which is different, different, which is something else, that are not related.

ser creído
In Colombia it means conceited, cocky, smug, proud, arrogant, flamboyant, boastful.

ser de dura cerviz
It means tough, strong, untamed, or untamed.  That has a hard loin or neck (nape). 

ser duro de mollera
In Colombia, stubborn, stubborn, obstinate, Headstrong.  Uncompromising person.

ser engreido
It means in Colombia believed, vain, proud, fatuous, arrogant, boastful.

ser mística
Practitioner of a spiritual activity that aims to achieve union or contact of the soul with the divine by various media (
asceticism, devotion, love, contemplation, etc.  ).

ser ogro
Frightening and very authoritarian person.   Giant, Monster, colossus, scarecrow, coco, evil, barbarian, cruel, irascible,
intractable.

ser pusilánime
Short character.  It means frail, delicate, cowardly, timid, scary, shy, pelele, shy, lazy.

ser un auguafiestas
It is a bitter person who never enjoys a party and instead seeks to infect others of your bad mood or boredom. A person
who likes to ruin, spoil, spoil the joy of others.



ser un bombón
It is very attractive. Divine. cute, beautiful.

ser un lince
It means acting with a lot of stealth, cunning and sagacity.  It also means being fierce.

ser un pela gatos
In Colombia it is an expression that means that a person lacks total recognition, very humble or simple person, anyone
or the common person.  Be a nobody or a poor devil. 

ser un plasta
In Colombia it means person of very bad acts and very bad feelings.  It is also said "to be a poop" (vulgarly: "to be a
shit").  Pierced, bad, malandro. 

ser un poco tartaja
It means to be something stutterer, that you have some difficulties to speak clearly.  Tatareto .

ser una tumba
It is an expression used in Colombia, to indicate that someone will remain silent, that he will not speak out, that he will
not give opinion or that he will not accuse anyone.  He'll keep quiet.  Quiet, quiet. 

ser uña y carne
In Colombia it means unity, empathy, brotherhood, companionship, extreme friendship, inseparability between two
people.  In this same sense the expression "nail and grime" is used.

serafin
Seraphim (always with an accent) is more suitable.  It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means angel of
knowledge and wisdom.  He is the type of celestial being closest to God and makes up the first choir.  It is represented
by an angel with 6 wings (3 pairs of wings). 

serafín
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means angel of knowledge and wisdom.  He is the type of heavenly
being closest to God and forms the first choir.  It is represented by a 6-winged angel (3 pairs of wings). 

seraphina
It's the name of a Rachel Hartman novel.  It is a woman's name in English, equivalent to Serafina in Spanish. 
Seraphim's female, higher-ranking angel.

seráfico
It means angelic, divine, sacred, sacred, holy, heavenly.  Relating to seraphim. 

serbia
It is the name of a European country located on the Balkan Peninsula.  Its capital is Belgrade.  Person or woman born in
the same country.  It means land of the Serbs.  It has no coastlines. 



serbio
It means born in Serbia, relative to Serbia, which is a European country, whose capital is Belgrade. 

serboleta
Better still to be a ballot.  It is a popular expression of young people in Colombia.  It means exhibitionist person, who
likes to show himself or be notorious.  Smug, braggart, believed. 

serdañí
It's a word the Gypsy language that means knife, small knife, dagger.

sereima
Name of a Fijian song, a Reggae singer. 

serenar
It means calming down, calming, appeasing.  In Colombia it is also falling on the nights sereno or dew.  It also means
caring or watching at night (work of the sereno).

serenarse
It means achieving calm after intense rage or rage.  Pass to calm after an excitement.  Calm down, control, contain,
appease.

serenata
Musical demonstration of falling in love.  A series of romantic songs which are sung in the window of the beloved.  Fine
detail of a boyfriend.  In music is a kind of special composition for Ensemble or Orchestra of strings, wind, mixed, or
camera.  Both Mozart and Beethoven, composed SERENADES.

serenense
It means born, resident or related to La Serena, Chile.  Originally from La Serena (Capital of the province of Coquimbo,
in Chile).

serenisma
serenisma is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Serene" being its meaning:<br>Very formal and respectful
treatment formerly given to Kings and bishops. The full deal was his serene Majesty.

serenisma
serenisma is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Serene" being its meaning:<br>Very formal and respectful
treatment formerly given to Kings and bishops. The full deal was his serene Majesty.

serenísima
Superlative of serena.  It is also a designation that is given to a person of high rank in the monarchy, especially to a
Queen or Princess to which qualifies Majesty Serenissima or serene Majesty.  Title given in the age media to the
republics of San Marino and Venice.  Trademark of milk powder from Argentina.

sereno



In Colombia is the cold wind of the night.  Small particles of water forming overnight moisture, dew.  Watchman, night,
warden, rondin.  Also as adjective is synonymous of quiet, calm, clearance, clear, undaunted, cold, impassive.

sereque
Cerete is also used.  It is one of the common names of a small American rodent, scientific name Dasyprocta punctata of
the Family Dasyproctidae.  It is also called añuje, picure, carma, ñeque, guatín, zerete, cotuza, jochi, cherenga, guatuza
and sihuayro. 

serere
In Bolivia it is one of the common names given to a bird.  It is also known as guira, cuckoo, mache, pyririte, pyrincho.  Its
scientific name is Guira guira and belongs to the family Cucullidae .

seres
Plural of being .  It means alive, that exists, that has life.  Name of a Group in Colombia specialized in Graphic Designs. 
It is endorsed by the DIAN for electronic invoicing. 

sereta
It means mane, hair, long hair. 

sergii
It is a variant in Slavic languages (Russian, Bulgarian, etc.) of a male name of Latin origin.  It is equivalent in Spanish to
Sergio.  It is widely used in Russia and Bulgaria.  It means the protector , the one who protects .  Another variant is
Sergi, used in Spain. 

serial
Series that is broadcast on radio or TV, with many episodes or chapters.  Serial numbers that identify a product. 
Related to a series .  Unique alphanumeric code assigned to identify one object among many that are similar to it. 

sericornis
It means silk bird.  It is a genus of birds in the new family Acanthizidae.  They're silky called.  They are small birds and
are found in Australia and Oceania.

sericulus
It means silky.  Serikos is silk and ulus is a diminutive.  It is a genus of birds in the family Ptilonorhynchidae, which has
four species (three endemic to New Guinea and one that is endemic to Australia).  They are known as pergoleros.

serie
It means follow,suces, string, row.  Television program of periodic deliveries .  Program by chapters or partial deliveries .
 Set of things that are manufactured in a single batch.

seriema
It is the name given in the Province of Cordoba in Argentina to a bird of the Cariamidae family.  It is also known as a
chuña or serpentine bird.  It has long legs and a lock of feathers above the bill.  Its scientific name is Chunga
burmeisteri, although they also call the Cariama cristata chuña or seriema.



serina
In Biochemistry it is the name of one of the 20 amino acids, components of the protein, encoded by the genome.  It's
neutral and non-essential.  It is used for the synthesis of biomolecules. 

seriola
It's one of the common names of a marine fish.  It is also known as lemon fish, bedbed, milk, crowned amberjack,
crowned or crowned with law.  Its scientific name is Seriola dumerili.  It belongs to the family Carangidae.  The term
Seriola, is also used in Zoology as the name of a genus of fish in the family Carangidae, which has about 11 species,
which are known as seriolas, mackerel and greenish. 

seriola em espanhol
Seriola is the genus name of marine fish in the family Carangidae.  It is also one of the common names of the same fish.
 They are known as lemonfish, lemon fish, medregal, crowned medregal, law crown, milk or piglet.  Its scientific name is
Seriola dumerili .

sermonear
It means scolding loudly or exaggeratedly.  reprimand, admonish, reprimand.  It can also mean preaching, announcing
the sermon.  Catechize. 

sernir
sernir is incorrectly written, and should be written as sift, cerner.  being its meaning: the correct term is sifting or bolting
(with c).  It means making a material through a colander or strainer.  Screening, cerner, strain, sift, sift, debug, separate.

serondos
It is the same as serotinos.  It is the kind of fruits that ripen so late, take long to mature, that are the last to mature.

serosa
Relating to serum or serosity .  Membrane or layer that covers some organs, tissues, and cavities of the body.  Tallow. 

seroterapia
It is a type of therapies that is performed with the application of special serums. 


